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PROCEDURE ORDER FOR GRANT OF RAIL TRANSPORT 
CLEARANCE

1. Rail Transport Clearance (RTC) is required for the following 
cases 

(Authority Railway Board letter no. letter No. 2006/TT-
III/73/9 dated 08.6.2009, 2001/TT (I)/10/RTC/Review/14 
dated 20.6.2008 & 2001/TT(I)/10/RTC/Review/14 dated 
20.4.2012)

a. All new industries / units where traffic originates or 
terminates in siding

b. Involvement of inter-railway traffic
c. Case of expansion, modification
d. Inclusion of additional loading or unloading destination
e. All Steel Plants, Sponge manufacturing units, Power Houses, 

Production units where linkage from Standing Linkage 
Committee is involved but has not been granted.

2. RTC not required for the following cases
i. Ports. 
ii. ICDs (In case of operators who have got IPA from 

Ministry of Railways).
iii. PFTs.
iv. Multi Modal Logistic Parks

3. Application to be made for RTC to the Zonal Railway in 
whose jurisdiction the siding is proposed/existing after an 
applicant receives In-Principle approval for 
development/modification of siding from the said Zonal 
Railway.  

a. (i) Zonal Railway can issue RTC if the traffic is confined 
within its own system.  In such events Railway Board 
is to be immediately informed after issue of RTC by the 
Zonal railway.  

a. (ii) Zonal Railway shall also issue RTC for any
modification in RTC due to expansion or for change in 
the origin / destination in the stream of traffic for 
existing customers wherever RTCs have already been 
issued and sidings have been commissioned.

b. In case of new industries / units traffic involving inter 
railway movement, Zonal Railway shall forward the 
application of the party with its comments for issue of 
RTC by Railway Board.  
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4. Application for RTC will clearly state the projected traffic in the 
following format.

5. If new traffic for which clearance is required, is proposed to be 
handled on an existing private / railway siding, availability of 
suitable agreement duly approved by the Railways should be 
ensured

6. Rail Transport Clearance once issued will be valid for full life of the 
project, if commissioned or for 5 years incase project is not 
commissioned.  However, Annual Report has to be submitted by 
the company till the project is commissioned.  If Annual Reports 
are not furnished

7. The siding construction can only be undertaken if the siding owner 
has a valid RTC and all conditions mentioned in the RTC have 
been fulfilled.  

The above procedure order does not supersede any of the rules, 
circulars issued by competent authorities on the subject.  
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